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Welcome
We are honored that you have expressed interest in being a part of the Healing team as a 

Regional Director or Facilitator. We will use the title Facilitator throughout this info book as 

you first need to become a Facilitator before you advance to a Regional Director. Facilitators 

are the lifeline of what we do at Trees of Hope. Without their passion and hard work, Trees 

of Hope would not be able to reach people with a message of hope and healing.

When Trees of Hope began in 2006, we started in a living room with just five women. Over 

the past 14 years, we have significantly expanded with numerous women’s groups, as well 

as added three additional programs that serve men, teen girls and teen boys. Creating 

these diversified programs has enabled us to help more people than ever before. As of 

this writing, Trees of Hope has reached more than 5,500 individuals through our prevention 

material/workshops and healing programs. 

We began this year with a desire to reach anyone anywhere in the world with the messages of 

prevention and healing and, with your help, we can make that desire a reality by expanding 

our reach. We have created this informational booklet to help you learn more about Trees of 

Hope, including the services we offer, information on our prevention education and healing  

programs, the role of a Facilitator, and guidance on how to successfully lead healing groups. 

If you have any questions, please reach out to our Client Services Coordinator at groups@

treesofhope.org. 
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Welcome Our History

Founded by a survivor, Trees of Hope began with the goal 

to help women heal from sexual abuse. Studies show that 

the majority of victims were abused by someone they 

knew, loved and trusted. Trees of Hope now partners with 

parents to fight this silent epidemic. We follow a two-fold 

organizational model, composed of both prevention and 

healing. 

For prevention, we work to protect future generations 

through age-appropriate educational resources, as 

well as by conducting free workshops for adults and 

caregivers. In these workshops, participants gain crucial 

knowledge including forms of sexual abuse, identifying 

the grooming process, symptoms of sexual abuse, the link 

between sexual abuse and pornography, how to initiate 

honest conversations with children, and how to get help 

for a victim. 

In healing, we aim to walk alongside those affected by 

sexual abuse with in-person healing support groups, 

personal healing studies, online healing programs, and 

our streaming podcast. Trees of Hope healing support 

programs use unique curriculums, each designed for 

specific genders and ages. 
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Mission
& Vision

Our Mission

Trees of Hope is a 501(C)3 non-profit committed 

to protecting future generations from sexual 

abuse through education and outreach and 

helping survivors heal past wounds in order to 

restore their lives.

Our Vision

Our vision is to become the go-to organization for 

all sexual abuse prevention and healing resources. 

We will do this by creating educational and teaching 

resources for every stage of life to effectively train 

and equip adults, teens and children. Our work is 

guided by the vision of a world free from sexual 

abuse, where adolescents can grow up happy, 

healthy and safe.
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Our Team
& Board

Nicole Escobar 

- Executive Director

Nicole was born and raised in South Florida, graduated with 

a bachelor’s degree in Organizational Leadership from Trinity 

International University, and has a degree in graphic design 

and digital marketing. She has over 15 years of managerial 

experience in the non-profit sector. She worked as the Editor-

in-Chief of a local magazine, worked with exploited youth 

and victims of human trafficking, and worked at a non-profit 

that brought the Bible to several developing countries before 

moving to Trees of Hope in 2014. Now the Director of Trees 

of Hope, Nicole is driven to teach others how to protect 

themselves and children from sexual abuse. She is relentless 

when it comes to spreading the truth about sexual abuse, how 

to prevent it, and how to heal. 

Our Board 
Our board of directors consists of four business and 

community leaders. Board members serve without pay; each 

board member pays his/her own expenses to attend semi-

annual meetings and committee meetings.

• Justin Young - Marketing Director, Slavic401k

• Kristan Torres - LMHC, Hope Christian Counseling

• Dee Proietto - Founder, Trees of Hope

• Nicole Escobar - Director, Trees of Hope

Our Volunteers 
Approximately 20 volunteers generously give their time and 

energy to fulfill the Trees of Hope mission. Volunteers serve 

Trees of Hope chapters in South Florida, Orlando, and Virginia 

in a variety of capacities including prevention education, 

healing group facilitation, office administrative support, 

language translation, special event planning and coordinating, 

fundraising and much more. 



Prevention Programs

Prevention Workshop and Rise Magazine 

We created a free educational workshop where anyone who desires to protect the vulnerable can come and discover the truth about 

sexual abuse and how to better protect the ones they love. Since the majority of sexual abuse is perpetrated by someone a child 

knows, it is crucial for adults to be educated on the statistics, the most common signs and behaviors from offenders, and how to teach 

children to protect themselves.

The Rise magazine, which is used in conjunction with the prevention workshops, expands on the content in our Prevent workshops. It 

teaches practical ways to talk to children about sexual abuse, how to address what is appropriate and inappropriate sexual behavior, 

and how to speak up if abuse has already taken place. This magazine has become a favorite resource since it can be referenced 

anywhere and anytime. We also offer two specific resources to help educate parents on human trafficking and pornography.

Prevention Guides on Human Trafficking and Pornography

The Guide on Human Trafficking Prevention was created because the majority of us have the impression that human trafficking is an 

international dilemma. It’s something that happens far away from our homes and communities. Why? Because it’s a hidden crime, and 

we are not trained nor educated to identify the signs. But the reality is that human trafficking is happening right now in our cities, 

communities and to the children close to our homes. It’s happening to the children that attend school with our children. And that’s 

why we created this booklet for parents so that they will better understand the problem and how to prevent it from happening to their 

family. This booklet covers topics like the stages of exploitation, symptoms of human trafficking, and how to empower our youth so 

they can stay safe!

The Guide on Pornography Prevention was created to bring awareness to the sexual abuse epidemic that is happening across the globe 

and how pornography is a tightly woven thread. Because of ever-changing technology, pornography is easier than ever for children 

and teens to access. Many people are not aware of the impact pornography has on the brain, body, and relationships, in addition to its 

undeniable correlation to sexual abuse and sexual deviation. This booklet will provide you with insights, tools, and powerful statistics 

to help you navigate this important topic in today’s world. We have divided a variety of topics under two subheadings, one pertaining 

to children and one pertaining to adult behavior and its impact on children. 

Prevention Magazines for Teens 

Sexual abuse amongst teens is, unfortunately, widespread. Studies have found that one in four teen girls are verbally or physically 

pressured into having sex during their first year in high school. We have created two teen magazines, Saint and Royal, that teach about 

consent, what teen dating violence is, how the internet plays a role in sexual assault, what drugs are commonly used in sexual assault, 

and more. We want to give teens every possible tool to keep their precious lives safe!



Adult Healing Programs

We have two different healing programs for men and women: Shelter and Renew. Shelter is our healing program for women that is done 

in a group setting. Renew is our healing program for men. This is a personal study that is self-paced and can be completed any time. 

Healing Programs 

Teen Healing Programs 

We offer personal healing studies for teen boys and teen girls: Thorn for girls, and Nobleman for boys. Both studies are designed 

specifically for the young hearts, minds, and spirits of teens, and provide biblical principles along with other valuable tools.

Online Programs

We created online videos of our women’s healing program and teen boys’ healing program in addition to our prevention training. 

We want anyone anywhere to learn this necessary information and hopefully feel inspired to start a Trees of Hope in their location. 

Podcast

Statistics are telling us that we know someone who has experienced some sort of sexual abuse. Our team of survivors, mental health 

counselors, and trauma-informed workers, tackle a topic that has finally become more destigmatized through the #MeToo movement. 

These women—a team of survivors, lovers, and passionate fighters—have had their lives colored and shaped by sexual abuse to some 

capacity and are working tirelessly to protect children and to support those who have been sexually abused. They believe hope is real 

and that every story matters.

In-House Counseling

We have an in-house licensed mental health counselor that specializes in trauma work. She utilizes a very specific psychotherapy 

technique called EMDR. EMDR stands for Eye Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing and treats anxiety, PTSD, and more. Our 

counselor approaches everything from an explicitly Christian perspective and is a highly recommended supplement to the support 

groups that we provide!



Our Culture
Our culture impacts everything we do at Trees of Hope. We strive for unity among all members of our team - from senior leadership 

to part-time volunteers - around these core values. We believe it is vital for everyone who God calls to serve with Trees of Hope to 

share common vision, values, mission and purpose in order to go out into the world with both passion and excellence as we seek to 

completely eliminate childhood sexual abuse through prevention and healing.

The purpose of Trees of Hope is to protect the future from sexual abuse and to heal the 

past wounds of sexual abuse.

Protection And Healing Are Our Messages

Our heart is for all people. We are specifically focused on educating adults on how to 

prevent sexual abuse and reaching those who have been sexually abused.

People Are Our Heart

We are going to always do the best with what we have. We’re on time, engaged and 

prepared. We don’t do things halfway.

Excellence Is Our Spirit

We believe the greatest leadership is service to others. Every leader is a servant first. 

From the Facilitator to the President, everyone serves. Every role is different but they are 

all important.

Servant Leadership Is Our Identity

Our ultimate goal is to protect children from sexual abuse and restore people back to 

whole, healed lives. We are in the ministry of protection and healing, which means that 

every single thing we do has the goal in mind of empowering adults to protect children 

from sexual abuse and helping people heal from the wounds of sexual abuse.

Restoration Is Our Calling

Everything we do, we do it with passion. From our prevention workshops to our healing 

groups, we do it with a positive, hope-filled mindset. Staying hopeful drives us to push 

on. We are hopeful in our programs, the people we serve, and the future work of Trees of 

Hope.

Hopeful is Our Mindset



Questions
& Answers

Q: How do I become a Regional Director or a Facilitator with Trees of Hope?

We are so excited that you are interested in joining our team! To become a Regional Director or Facilitator you must first be a survivor 

of sexual abuse and then have completed one of our healing groups yourself. The study must have been completed in the past 

three years. If you have not graduated from one of our healing groups, we encourage you to register for a group in your area or for 

the self-paced online healing group called Shelter Online. If there is no in-person group available in your area, then the self-paced 

online study is the only option. Once you have completed a healing study, you can apply to take our online Facilitator training called 

Cultivate, which is what this info book is for. 

NOTE: At this time, we currently have Regional Directors in South Florida and Orlando. To become a Facilitator, you would need to meet 

and interview with the Regional Director. If you are wanting to start a Trees of Hope in one of these areas, you would need to meet 

and interview with the Regional Director in your area before starting a Trees of Hope at your church. If you are in a location that does 

not have a Regional Director, we would ask you to pray about becoming one in your area. The role of a Regional Director is explained 

below.

Q: What is the role of a Regional Director and a Facilitator?

The Regional Director is the person responsible for growing, leading and informing a team of Prevention Educators and/or Facilitators 

in their area. They not only teach our prevention education material but they also facilitate support groups, lead team meetings, 

develop relationships with potential donors, train and equip new Prevention Educators and Facilitators on the culture of Trees of 

Hope, and act as an Ambassador for the Trees of Hope brand in their area.

A Facilitator helps individuals in our healing groups to reach the best possible outcome as they walk through one of our healing 

programs. The Facilitator handles the practicalities and logistics of the group’s meetings, including setting the date, time, and 

reserving the meeting space. During meetings, the Facilitator keeps the discussion moving and on track and may summarize things 

that have been discussed. They are responsible for confidentiality and the group’s sense of privacy.





Sexual abuse 
affects 100% 

of us. If it’s not 
you, then it’s 
someone you 

know, someone 
you work with, 
or worse, your 

own child. 



Prevention
Information About Our Prevention Program

Discussing body safety with children is of paramount importance. Most sexual abuse is perpetrated by someone 

a child knows. To prevent sexual abuse, children need to know how to set limits regarding their bodies and be 

empowered to say no to adults or anyone violating the boundaries they have set for themselves. Children who 

can do this are better prepared to protect themselves from predators. Finding the right words or materials for 

a discussion about body safety with a child can be difficult, and it is common to be apprehensive about how to 

approach such a complicated topic. This is why we’ve created an educational workshop, along with resources, to 

help guide the conversation through every stage of life. 

Statistics You Need to Know

One in three girls and one in six boys will be sexually abused before their 18th birthday. Our prevention program 

is working to combat this problem head-on. We do this through educating and partnering with parents so they 

can be trained and equipped to start the conversation with their children and other family members.

• 93% of children are abused by someone they know, love and trust. Abusers can be anyone: family 

members, neighbors, friends, doctors, coaches, youth leaders or clergy members. (D2L)

• 65% of children do not tell their parents if they are being abused, and the statistics on sexual abuse 

are inaccurate because the majority of abuse goes completely unreported. (D2L)

• A pedophile will commit 117 sexual crimes in a lifetime. There are 400,000 registered sex offenders in 

the United States, and an estimated 80,000 to 100,000 of them are missing. Even though they should 

be registered with the state, they are not. (D2L)



Questions
& Answers

Q: How do I become a Prevention Educator?

First, we are so excited to hear that you want to educate adults on how to prevent sexual abuse from happening to their family! Being 

able to educate parents in this way is not only very rewarding, but it is vital to stopping sexual abuse from continuing. To become 

a Prevention Educator, you must have a passion to educate adults on the topics of sexual abuse and have attended one of our 

workshops to understand the format of how they are taught. If you have attended one of our workshops and you feel God is calling to 

this necessary work, please email the Client Services Coordinator at prevention@treesofhope.org so we can explain the next steps 

to you and get you set up! 

Q: What type of content does Trees of Hope cover at prevention workshops?

We cover what defines contact vs. non-contact sexual abuse, what the grooming process looks like, behavioral and physical symptoms 

of sexual abuse to look out for, the link between sexual abuse and pornography, how to open the door to honest conversations with 

children, and several other topics directly related to predatorial behavior. We also go over the steps to take if you believe a child 

is being sexually abused. Because of the mature and explicit content of this workshop, we highly recommend that children are not 

present.

Q: How long are prevention workshops?

Our workshops are typically two hours long—including set up and the Q&A time after the presentation. Workshops might be shortened 

to accommodate the business or church that is hosting us. However, we always recommend a full two hours so that the material can 

be covered properly and thoroughly.

Q: How many people can attend a prevention workshop?

We love to see packed spaces or online viewers when it comes to these workshops! As many people as the room allows are welcome 

to come and be educated in different ways to prevent sexual abuse! When a workshop is done online, we will limit the amount of 

attendees to 100.



Questions
& Answers

Q: Where are prevention workshops hosted at?

Anywhere! Church, school, business, a private room at a restaurant, mom groups, we even host them at people’s houses! We also offer 

virtual training workshops. Due to the recent pandemic of COVID-19, we have added virtual prevention workshops to our programming. 

These workshop dates are listed on our website. If you would like to schedule one, please contact the Client Services Coordinator to 

learn more at prevention@treesofhope.org.

Q: What resources does Trees of Hope provide at the prevention workshop?

The resource provided at our prevention workshops is our Rise magazine. The Rise magazine comprises all the material covered in our 

presentation, along with additional examples, explanations, and statistics. We will have all of our prevention resources available for 

sale at the workshops. We offer an interactive children’s book for ages 4-7 that includes a parent guide, teen prevention magazines 

including parent guides, and guides on human trafficking and early exposure to pornography. In addition to these prevention 

resources, we will also have our personal healing studies for teen boys and teen girls, and the adult healing curriculum.

Q: What is the cost of the prevention workshop?

Our workshops and the accompanying Rise magazine are completely free! We believe sexual abuse prevention education needs to be 

as accessible as possible to everyone! If you decide you want to get a copy later, you can order on our website for $25.

Q: Does Trees of Hope provide food or refreshments for this workshop?

Typically the organization, company, church, or host will provide some light snacks and beverages for attendees. If this is not feasible, 

we are happy to bring in some water bottles and light hors d’oeuvres for guests. Even though this is a heavy topic, we want the time 

to be enjoyable!



I can be 
changed by 

what happens 
to me, but I 
refuse to be 

reduced by it” 
— Maya Angelou



Healing
Information About Our Healing Programs

Trees of Hope offers Christ-centered support groups (not therapy groups) and personal healing studies that are designed to 

heal the emotional wounds related to sexual abuse. Healing groups are held three times a year in the Spring, Summer and Fall 

semesters. The curriculum is a clear step-by-step process for victims of sexual abuse to overcome the debilitating effects of 

sexual abuse on their lives. Our person healing studies are also available for survivors to go through at their own pace at any 

time.

Many individuals have survived the trauma of sexual abuse. Most often, the abuse occurred at the hands of someone 

in a trusted position. Sadly, the devastating effects will continue throughout every stage of the survivor’s life until it is 

appropriately addressed and dealt with.

Sexual abuse is a criminal, willful and selfish act committed against another person which brings destruction and devastation 

in the victim’s life. The victim’s perception of themselves, others, God, and life in general is severely distorted. However, God 

desires to heal the emotional wounds related to the abuse so the victim may experience life with meaning and purpose as He 

intended. Healing, freedom and truth is available through His Son, Jesus Christ. There is no need for victims to suffer in silence 

any longer. Help and resources are available.

Course Description

Our support groups are designed for survivors of childhood sexual abuse who desire to experience deliverance and 

wholeness.

Course Objectives

Survivors of sexual abuse will come to realize there is hope and healing from the past as they examine the:

• False beliefs about the abuse 

• Overwhelming effects of abuse on their life 

• Process of grieving the pain of sexual abuse and of learning to let go of the past

• Process of reclaiming trust, control, and intimacy

• Road to recovery through the Word of God

• Healing path with God’s help, from victim to survivor to an overcomer through Jesus Christ



Healing Program Values

Trees of Hope is a organization working to end sexual abuse and exploitation through prevention and survivor care. Sexual 

abuse of children is one of the darkest stories and most severe epidemics affecting our youth today. But for us, the hope of 

ending it is a reality. Trees of Hope is helping grow the movement to end sexual abuse while providing effective, thoughtful 

solutions. Our healing groups provide hope and show survivors of sexual abuse how to live full, healed and restored lives. 

These are our core values for our healing programs:

Authenticity 

• The journey of healing from sexual abuse is not an easy one. As a survivor-led ministry, it is vital that all staff and 

volunteers can share honestly and be transparent with those we serve. It is our own willingness to be vulnerable 

that others find the courage to embark on their own journey of healing.

• The Lord is close to the brokenhearted and saves those who are crushed in spirit. Psalm 34:18

Recognition

• Recognizing the wounds from our past and surrendering those to our Heavenly Father is an important step in 

healing. While God does not want us to live in the past, we must recognize that our life experiences have helped 

to shape the person we are today. As we surrender to God the consequences of our sin and the sins committed 

against us, we will find freedom from all fear, shame and disgrace.

• Do not be afraid; you will not be put to shame. Do not fear disgrace; you will not be humiliated. You will forget the 

shame of your youth and remember no more the reproach of your widowhood. Isaiah 54:4.

Restoration

• Only he can restore the soul, that which was violated during sexual abuse. The power to heal and overcome such 

violation comes from the life, death, and resurrection of Jesus Christ. He came to restore and reconcile us with 

God and one another.

• He refreshes my soul. He guides me along the right paths for his name’s sake. Psalm 23:3

Transformation

• Victims of sexual abuse not only lose their innocence but also their identity. The Holy Spirit transforms lives so 

that the victim is able to see himself/herself through God’s eyes as his whole and radiant children with purposes 

he planned before the foundations of the Earth.

• He has made everything beautiful in its time. He has also set eternity in the human heart, yet no one can fathom 

what God has done from beginning to end. Ecclesiastes. 3:11.



Questions
& Answers

Q: How do participants sign up for a healing group?

Healing groups are held in the Spring, Summer and Fall semesters. Each semester is thirteen weeks in duration. All groups are 

posted on the Trees of Hope website several months prior to that semester’s start of class. If groups are in session or we do not 

have any listed, a waiting list will be on the website for participants to add their name to. Once the groups open up for registration, 

an email will be sent out to everyone on the waiting list. The Trees of Hope website will be the main location for all participants to 

register for a group. We do not allow people to register for a Trees of Hope healing group on other sites. However, other sites like 

a church website may have information about our group on their events page but the link to register should redirect to our site.

Q: What is the format of the healing programs/groups?

• The format for our Shelter healing program for women is a thirteen week, curriculum-based program. We host Shelter in a 

group setting either in-person or virtually. We use the Shelter from the Storm: Hope for Survivors of Sexual Abuse book. You can 

purchase this book at Amazon.com or through us if you are attending a group. See below for more information about this book. 

• The format for Shelter Online is a twelve-week curriculum based study that accompanies 12 pre-recorded videos to help walk a 

survivor through the curriculum at their own pace. We use the Shelter from the Storm: Hope for Survivors of Sexual Abuse book.  

This book can be purchased at Amazon.com.

• The format for our Renew healing program for men is a twelve-week personal study that is done privately by the individual and 

at their own pace. We do not offer in-person or virtual groups for this study at this time. Renew is on hold until early 2021 as we 

complete the curriculum. 

• The format for our Thorn healing program for teen girls is a ten-week personal study that is done privately by the individual 

and at their own pace. We do not offer in-person or virtual groups for this study at this time. We use the Thorn book that can be 

purchased on our website. 

• The format for our Nobleman healing program for boys is a ten-week curriculum based study that accompanies 10 pre-recorded 

videos to help walk a survivor through the curriculum at their own pace. We do not offer in-person or virtual groups for this study 

at this time.  We use the Nobleman book that can bought on our website. 

• 

NOTE: In 2019, we purchased the rights to the Shelter From the Storm curriculum. However, we have to update and reformat the book 

to make it our very own. In 2020, we will be working on the new edition, and in 2021 all of our groups will use the new curriculum. 

Q: How many participants are in a group?

The maximum number of participants per group is eight in order to foster openness and transparency, and to allow all attendees to 

fully participate in the study.

Q: What ages can participate in the healing programs?

For the adult programs (Shelter and Renew) participants need to be at least 18 years of age. For our teen healing programs (Thorn and 

Nobleman) participants need to be 13-17. To watch the Nobleman videos, we need parental consent. Each participant will be required 

to sign a pledge of confidentiality and healing group guideline forms.



Questions
& Answers

Q: What is the group meeting schedule?

Participants will attend group meetings once a week. We do not have set days or times, as groups vary per semester. All of our 

available groups and their times are posted on our website. If groups have a waiting list, we will notify those on that list when the 

group availability opens up. Participants may choose what group night they will attend as long as space is available. 

Q: How long are the semesters?

Healing groups are held in the Spring, Summer and Fall semesters. Each semester is thirteen weeks in duration. Our semester 

begins the first night with orientation and the semester will end with a graduation celebration for the group.  Online healing 

programs are self-paced with no set schedule.

Q: What are the requirements for graduation?

Participants who commit to completing one semester will be eligible to graduate from the program facilitated by Trees of Hope. 

However, graduating does not guarantee healing. 

Q: How long are the weekly meetings?

Healing groups meet weekly and are scheduled for two hours. Online healing programs are self-paced.

Q: Is there a fee for participating in the healing group?

Yes. Healing group fees are $75 per semester, per participant. This covers the administration fee and the cost of the book. 

Online healing videos are $1.99 per video. Participants for the online healing videos need to buy their book.

Q: Can someone join the support group anytime during the semester?

No. Healing groups are closed groups and no one will be allowed to join after the groups have started. Groups are held three times a 

year in the Spring, Summer and Fall semesters. New participants must wait until the next group semester to join the support group. 

Participants in the online healing journey can start and end anytime.

Q: Is child care provided?

No. Child care must be arranged in advance by participants. Children are not allowed in the support group setting. 

In addition, accommodations must also be made in advance for pets, as they are not permitted in the support group environment. 

We recommend that online participants do not watch videos with children in the room.



Training
Information About Our Facilitator Training

Cultivate is our online Facilitator training for people who are interested in leading one of our healing programs. In order to 

be considered for this training, you must complete one of our healing support groups (Shelter, Renew, Thorn or Nobleman). 

If you have not graduated from one of these healing groups, please go back to the website and register for a group in your 

area. If there is not a group in your area, you may take the virtual healing group that is self-paced. This training is virtual and 

all training modules must be completed in order to become a Facilitator. 

Before you Begin the Online Training

1. Register for Cultivate by completing the registration form at treesofhope.org/cultivate

2. You will receive an email to download the informational booklet that will help you learn more 

about Trees of Hope and how to successfully complete the Cultivate training. You can also 

download this booklet by clicking GET INFO BOOK at treesofhope.org/cultivate.

3. Create a LOGIN and then you can begin the Cultivate training. 

4. You must be logged in to view videos.

After You Are Done With the Training 
• Once your Cultivate training is complete, the Client Services Coordinator will contact you for your next steps.

• Please provide us with two reference letters. One personal and the other from a person you are accountable to (pastor, 

elder, church official, small group leader, accountability partner, etc.)

• The Client Services Coordinator will contact you with the approval to begin as a Co-Facilitator or a Facilitator. 

• Please provide the Client Services Coordinator with the following:

• The church that your group will be hosted at. 

• The date, time, and location on the church where your group will be hosted.



Facilitator’s Roles 
& Responsibilities

Facilitator Role and Responsibility 

• Facilitators are not degreed counselors or licensed counselors by the state.

• A Facilitator helps a group work together for individuals to reach the best possible conclusions or decisions.

• The Facilitator handles the practicalities and logistics of the group’s meetings, including setting the date, 

time, and reserving the meeting space. 

• The Facilitator keeps the discussion moving and on track and may summarize things that have been discussed. 

• The Facilitators are responsible for the confidentiality and the group’s sense of privacy.

• The Facilitator will organize and facilitate weekly support groups. 

• Focus on providing healing from sexual abuse through the curriculum and subsequent discussions. 

• Provide support and education to victims about self-care and personal empowerment. 

• Network within the community to increase awareness of and participation in the support group.

• Refer people to other Trees of Hope services whenever necessary and appropriate.

• Track and report group attendance and other appropriate information as requested on a weekly basis. 

• Complete participant intake paperwork for group attendees. 

• Attend required group leader and victim advocate training. 

Qualifications

• 18 years or older

• Survivor of sexual abuse

• Strong communicator

• Constantly learning

• Strong organizational skills and attention to detail

• Proactive, quick thinker, and problem-solver

• Flexible to take on varied responsibilities

• Ability to submit weekly reports

• Complete participant intake paperwork for group attendees

• Attend required group leader and victim advocate training



Information About Our Facilitator Training

At Trees of Hope, we are committed to knowing what we are doing, but also being aware of what we’re not doing. Both are 

crucial! We have one vision at Trees of Hope - bringing the message of protection and healing to anyone, anywhere all while 

focusing on expanding our programs in the communities we live in. Division begins when there are two different visions 

happening. We don’t want to do a bunch of good ideas, we want to do a few God ideas.

Think Like a Leader
• Leaders are always thinking about involving people.

• Our groups are not just about leading a support group, they are about helping people heal, ministering to all who come 

and involving them so they feel seen and heard.

• We are a servant-leader led organization.

• We should always be at a point where we need more people.

• People’s investment heightens with leadership excitement and involvement.

Rules for Healing Our Healing Groups 

• We don’t start a healing group without approval.

• Adding, removing, or changing anything in your groups always needs approval from your Regional Program Director.

Rules for Our Cultivate Facilitator Training
• A person can’t become a Facilitator without completing one of our healing groups.

• A person cannot become a Facilitator without completing the Cultivate training.

• Once they complete the training, the Facilitator must provide us with two reference letters. One personal and the other 

from a person you are accountable to (pastor, elder, church official, small group leader, accountability partner, etc.)

Healing Group 
Housekeeping Info



Scheduling 

Trees of Hope will schedule groups once every quarter. 

You may serve every quarter, two quarters, or one time per 

year. The amount you serve is up to you. If you are an active 

Facilitator, you will receive a preference form via email where 

you will be able to share your availability for the upcoming 

season. Preference sheets will go out in the following months: 

December, April, August, December. The preference form will 

indicate which month you will serve for the upcoming season. 

For example, in December we will email you that we need your 

schedule for the upcoming season (January - March). You will 

notify us if you will be serving that season or not. If you are 

serving, please provide us with:

• Exact start dates for your group

• The start and end time

• The room number

• Confirm if you will be the one to schedule the room. 

• If your group is online-only, please provide the 

same information.

Once your group is on our website, we will email you that your 

group is live for registration. We will send out emails and 

post on social media that groups are open for registration. 

We need your help in getting the word out, so please share 

your group information with your friends on social media and 

invite women you meet at church, school, work, or wherever 

you socialize. 

Communication

We will be using the online project management software 

called Monday.com. Please mark your tasks as “Done” when 

you complete the assigned task. All form links are inside your 

group’s weekly assignments. You will need to complete a report 

card after every class. 

Before Your Group Begins

• Contact all registered group attendees to confirm their 

registration. 

• Send an email to your Client Services Coordinator with the 

confirmed names.

• Client Services Coordinator will send out a Pre-Study 

Survey.

• Client Services Coordinator will create a calendar event for 

your group and invite all confirmed attendees.

• Client Services Coordinator will send a text message 

reminder one night before class begins to all attendees. 

While Group is in Session

• After each session, the Facilitator will complete the “report 

card” for that meeting. Please provide the following details:

• Strengths - What praise reports are there? What 

went well in the class?

• Weaknesses - What issues arose? How could that 

class have been better?

• Opportunities - Does anything or anyone stand out 

that can benefit the team-building process. Is there 

anything that leadership needs to know that can 

improve our programming?

• Threats - What major issues that are threatening 

does leadership need to be aware of? If you have 

a threat of any kind, an incident report needs to be 

completed.

Two Weeks Before Groups End

• Send an email to the Client Services Coordinator with all 

final names of group attendees.

• The Client Services Coordinator will send out the Post-

Study Survey.

Healing Group 
Housekeeping Info



How to Successfully 
Lead a Healing Group

Confidentiality

This is to be maintained at all times. The only exception to this 

is when the group leaders perceive that a member is suicidal, 

homicidal, or reveals she is being harmed or is harming someone 

else.

Non-Judgemental Feedback

It is a Facilitator’s job to stop the group immediately whenever 

harmful feedback has been given to a group member. Let the 

group know ahead of time that you will correct harmful or negative 

feedback by helping that person give the same feedback in a way 

that does not “put down” the recipient. Be aware that women 

respond individually to their experiences. Facilitators must help 

guard against women judging each other’s responses.

No Rescuing

Our goal is to compassionately help women take responsibility for 

the choices they have made and work through them. For instance, 

if a woman begins to share something painful and begins to cry 

we need to let her cry without adding comments like “It’s OK we 

all make mistakes.” Or offering her a tissue – let her reach for the 

tissue if she needs to. We do not want to interfere with the healing 

process.

Do Not Interrupt 

It is very tempting for some members to interrupt when something 

in the other person’s story reminds them of what they have 

gone through. The Facilitators must carefully guard against this, 

allowing for the group feedback after someone has completely 

finished. First ask the members to tell the person how they feel 

about what she just shared (focus on the one who just finished), 

then the members can share what was happening inside of them 

while she was sharing.

Do Not Monopolize

In any group of people, some find it easier to talk and others are 

quieter by nature. Explain to the group that this is not a normal 

social situation and that the “talkers” must be sensitive to how 

much of the group’s time they are taking up, while those who 

would normally hang back and just listen must make the effort 

to participate verbally. This “rule” is usually hard for at least one 

person in each group, so it is again recommended that you go over 

this list at the beginning of each session. Remember silence is OK.

Be careful to explain that “monopolizing” refers to one person 

taking up the majority of the meeting time repeatedly. It does 

not refer to a situation in which a participant is talking about 

something painful and gaining golden insights by verbalizing 

her feelings. In these moments, we want to guard against any 

interruption until the person is completely done.

No Spiritual Band-aids 

While all truth does, indeed, come from God’s word, this is a place 

where the feelings which are blocking women from hearing the 

truth are expressed. The ultimate goal is to get her to a place 

where God’s word can come over her like a healing balm, but she 

is probably at a point where she is feeling so badly about herself 

that she can’t “hear” God. The last thing she needs is someone 

who is uncomfortable with displays of negative emotions hurling 

spiritual axioms and Bible verses and telling her to “just trust the 

Lord.” The woman who is sharing her pain is very vulnerable and 

needs support and understanding from the group, not suggestions 

that she is not being spiritual enough. If that was all she needed, 

she would surely have been healed by now. If she is going through 

the Bible study, she is getting a beautifully measured dose of 

God’s healing word every week.

At the beginning of a new support group study, it is important for the Facilitator to go over the group guidelines. Write out the important 

guidelines in big, bold, black marker on card stock and put it within easy viewing at every class.



How to Successfully 
Lead a Healing Group

Importance of Attendance 

Everyone needs to attend every session in order for the group 

to reach a level of trust. There is always some difficulty during 

the next session when someone who is sharing must stop and 

explain what took place while the other member was absent. 

Explain that when one person is missing it changes the group. Her 

presence and input are missed. Also, she may miss something 

from another group member that is valuable to her own healing. 

Ask the group members for a real commitment to attend. Explain 

to them that oftentimes the day of the class they will notice 

disorder, confusion sometimes, or feeling sick. The enemy will try 

any means to keep them from what God’s purposes are.

Homework Commitment 

With the understanding that, for each person, some chapters are 

going to be more difficult than others. An explanation should be 

given that there are several hours per week needed to complete 

the homework and possibly journal work.

Freedom to Exit the Class

In explaining the attendance issue, warn them to anticipate and 

fight against the temptation to quit the group. However, it must 

also be made clear that each member always has the freedom 

to exit any time, with the hope that she will explain to the group 

why she is leaving.

Expectation of Participation

But with this must come the understanding that no one should 

feel coerced into sharing at any time.

Conflict Resolution

The Bible is full of wisdom about how believers should handle 

conflict. Biblical principles for conflict resolution can be applied 

to any type of conflict. And we believe scripture provides the 

best approach to conflict resolution, one that will result in 

lasting peace if both parties will only commit to following God’s 

ordained methods.

Scripture provides very clear direction on how to handle conflict:

1. Step 1 – You go in person, in private, and seek 
reconciliation.

2. Step 2 – If necessary, involve a mature mediator  
(call the person’s accountability partner)

3. Step 3 - Involve leadership (contact your 
Regional Program Director).

4. Step 4 - When all the above steps were not 

effective, they will be asked to leave the group.



Leading Small 
Group Discussions

Ask One Question at a Time

Asking two questions at once or in succession confuses the issues 

and one or both questions will not be properly addressed.

Ask Questions That are Clear

Do your questions avoid complicated wording? Can it be easily 

understood or remembered?

Take Advantage of Silence

When you are waiting for a response, five seconds can seem like 

an eternity, but it doesn’t to the people in the group. If you ask a 

good question, it will take people time to think of their response. 

Don’t answer your own questions.

Avoid Dominating

The Facilitator’s role is to draw out other people and help them 

share. The optimal group situation is one where members 

can address each other directly with pertinent questions and 

feedback.

Participate in the Discussion

When appropriate, feel free to give your own opinions and 

feelings. Most likely this will happen after others have shared and 

if there is adequate time.

Give Direction as Needed

It is your role to give structure to the group. Let them know when 

to start and when to end. Do not hesitate to jump in and influence 

the discussion when things are getting off track.

Don’t Allow Monopolizing

Avoid making eye contact with any person that has the tendency 

to immediately answer when you ask a question or are waiting 

for a response. Ask for new opinions. You could say something 

like: “Some of us have given many ideas, let’s give some others a 

chance to share.”

Encourage Everyone to Participate

Use eye contact to encourage others to talk. After asking a 

question, you can say,” Let’s hear from someone who has not had 

the opportunity to share much yet.”

Don’t Force Conversation

If people have discussed the relevant issues as far as they want to 

close the group.

As a small group leader, your role is to be that of a Facilitator, not a teacher or lecturer. The goal of small groups is to have each member of 

the group feel they are accepted and can openly share their thoughts and ideas. You should strive to set a tone of warmth and acceptance by 

being positive and encouraging. Your small group will become a “home base” to its members, a place of love and honest sharing, where they 

will start processing their story which allows the healing process to begin.



Leading Small 
Group Discussions

Accentuate the Positive

“That’s an interesting point. I imagine there are varied opinions 

in this group. Does anyone else care to express their thoughts on 

the matter?” Or “I love that you’re thinking of things in that way, 

and I’m proud of you for sharing all of that.”

Allow People Personal Space

When the discussion turns to a personal application on 

sensitive issues being discussed, some people may become very 

uncomfortable in revealing their true thoughts. No one should 

be forced into this. Never call on a specific person to share.

Watch Eye Contact and Body Language

Your eye contact will dissuade or encourage someone to talk. 

Your body language will show your interest and enthusiasm.

Ask Open-Ended Questions

Some questions can be answered with a yes or no, or with only a 

few words. These are close-ended questions and can inhibit free 

discussion. An open-ended question usually begins with what or 

how, and allows the group to respond with feelings and ideas 

that are important to them.

Befriend the People in Your Group

Free time or breaks can be uncomfortable for those who know 

a few people. Try to introduce them to others and try to show a 

personal interest in each member of your group.

Share Experiences Rather Than Advice

This will help participants focus more on sharing than on 

counseling.

Be Committed to Prayer

Prayer is a vital component of your small group’s growth. Pray 

together, encourage the women to be lifting each other up other 

daily in prayer. As Facilitators, commit to pray for each of your 

women and the power of the Holy Spirit to be at work in them.



Thank You
Thank you for your heart to partner with Trees of Hope as a 

Facilitator. It is people like you that will help us reach our goal of 

showing survivors they no longer need to hide in silence. Should you 

have any questions or need further clarification on your next steps, 

please contact us at groups@treesofhope.org and we will be happy 

to assist you!



Thank You
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